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Don’t you remember Diya ?
Now she is living in a new Village.
It is a fine evening. Diya is walking along the river side. Emil is
with her.
“Chechi, shall we climb on that tree?”
Emil pointed to a tree very near to the river, and said
“Yes, we shall.” Diya replied. They both climbed on the tree.
Emil plucked the leaves one by one and put them into the water.
“Oh, what a beautiful sight. The sky is reflecting in the water.” Diya
looked around.
Green paddy fields….
Colourful small flowers blooming around…
Birds chirping from the trees,
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In the distance, the sun is setting behind the hills.
She started to hum a tune.
“It’s a land of green grass
Flowers bloom around.
It’s a land of small brooks
Ripples spread around.”
It’s a land of beauty
Birds fly around
It’s a land of Valleys
River flows gently

Activity – I : Write a Similar Poem on the theme
‘Natures Beauty’
“Ayoo. Help….. help….” Diya cried out. She fell into the river.
“Please help my sister” Emil cried aloud.
“What happened?” A few Villagers rushed to the spot.
“My sister…” Emil pointed to the river.
“Oh! A girl is drowning.”
One Villager dived into the river and saved Diya.
“Thank you” Diya said softly and held Emil’s hand tightly. They moved
towards their house.
“What happened Diya? You are fully wet.” Her mother touched her skirt
and said.
Diya looked at her mother’s face and began to talk.
Activity – II : Write the conversation between Diya and her mother
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Days passed.
“Chechi…. Did they complete the Helipad at our Kunnumpuram?”
Emil asked
“Who knows?” Diya replied
“Shall we go there once again” Emil asked eagerly.
“We shall ask mother” Diya said
“Yes, I also want to see the place.”
We shall go next Sunday.”
Mother patted Emil. Next Sunday they all started to Kunnumpuram

Activity – III : Complete the story
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Grading Indicators
1. Poem
Keeps the rhythm
Images, thoughts and feelings are expressed
Lines are relevant to the context

2. Conversation
Express ideas and feelings relevant to the context
Proper Sequencing of exchange
Using appropriate expressions

3. Story
Events are arranged in proper sequence
Imagination / Creativity are expressed
Appropriate Language used.
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